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case study

Building trust and engagement
through transparent reviews
cottages4you is the UK’s largest holiday cottage letting
agency. By the very nature of its business, all the ‘products’ in
its portfolio are unique.

3.7x
more time spent onsite
by review readers than
non-review readers

3.4x
more pages viewed by
review readers than nonreview readers

experience. Added to this, the company has two sets of
customers: cottage owners, and holidaymakers.

BACKGROUND
experiences of the cottage they had stayed in and about the holiday in general. It also wanted to combat
the challenge of open forum review sites where anyone can leave good, bad or fake reviews.
So cottages4you knew it had to take the initiative and offer customers transparent reviews, from
genuine guests, collated by an independent third party. As well as making it easier for customers
to make informed choices, the company believed indepe dent reviews would improve conversions
- achieving another important goal.
cottages4you wanted guests’ comments to encourage cottage owners to make informed improvements
groups of people. Internal staff were concerned transparent reviews would lead to an increased call
volume they wouldn’t be able to handle. And of course cottage owners were worried about the impact
any negative comments could have on their bookings.

“ We partnered with Reevoo because
they stood out from the other

THE SOLUTION
Reevoo implemented Ratings and Reviews and Customer Experience Reviews. Reevoo Ratings and

companies we looked at. We
trusted their customer v

ation

process and liked that their
independence was immediately
apparent to potential customers
through the branded ratings.”
Nick Smith
Marketing Director
cottages4

“Reviews help potential customers
make informed choice
right property for their needs. This
has led t

rease in

bookings — we’ve seen a 3x increase
in conversion rate from review
readers.”
Nick Smith
Marketing Director
cottages4
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Ė 3x increase in conversion rate for review readers.
The results so far have led to:
Ė Potential customers
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FIND OUT MORE
Contact Reevoo for a demonstration of ow our
elp ou.
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